
SHIVA SHAKTI 2 KRIYA
A soft and subtle balancer between; the heart and the head, the masculine and the 
feminine, the sun and the moon current, to be grounded and to be expansive. This can 
be done as a meditation practice in itself- tantric meditations usually layer aspects of 
dharana, using a combination of breath, movement of awareness to different chakras, 
colour and also silent or spoken mantras. This practice can help to reprogram the brain 
so is good for neurological disorders or imbalances and those who experience a lot of 
restlessness in life or in yoga practice. It softly stills and brings the attention to moments 
of Shunya, as well as activating the Divine God and Goddess within us.

Om Namah Shivaya- I surrender myself to my Highest Self. All ignorance dies within me, so 
that I may be reborn anew. I awaken the fierce presence of freedom within me. I bow to 
Shiva within me and around me

Shri Shakti Namaha- I invoke the presence of the Divine Feminine Shakti into my body and 
life. All that is manifest creation. I bow to the Goddess within me and her energy around 
me.

Instructions
• Begin seated in sidhasana
• As you inhale slowly through the nose draw your attention to Ajna chakra.
• Retain the breath at the top, chanting silently the mantra Om Namah Shivaya 3 times.
• Exhale slowly through the nose drawing the inner gaze down to the heart.
• Retain the breath at the bottom, chanting silently the mantra Shri Shakti Namaha 3 
times.
• Continue for a minimum of 9 minutes.

Drishti
Eyes are closed, inhale and retention to Ajna (sambhavi mudra), exhale and retention to 
Anahata (or nasikagra mudra- said to help with de-calcification of the pineal gland and 
the access of bliss hormones).

Notes:


